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Noah’s In The
 Bermuda 
Triangle!!!



Once there was a kid named Noah. He was mostly a normal 
kid. One day, he got lost in the woods, looking for firewood. 
His family was on a camping trip, by the way. As he was 
looking, a STAR was actually falling from the SKY! This was 
no ordinary star though. It was a radioactive star. Whoever 
it crashed on to, had NO CHANCE of surviving!! It was 
going to crash on to NOAH!! 
Noah heard a ‘FWOOSH’ noise, looked behind him, and saw 
the star! “WHAT THE HECK?!?!” he yelled and started 
running. Then the star crashed down, (through a tree) and 
thankfully MISSED Noah. As Noah went to examine it, a 
weird glow was shining out it. Then he heard someone yell 
“NOAH!!” That was Adu’s voice. He ran toward the voice.

THE STAR AND NOAH.



When he was back at his campsite, his dad asked “Where 
WERE you, Noah?” “I was looking at this-”, THUNCK!! 
“YAAAAAAAAAHHH!!!!!!!!!”, Noah yelled. The star had 
injected into his BACK! Shortly after, he fainted. Noah was 
asleep for several hours. Finally, he woke up, only to find 
himself in the middle of the OCEAN. He expected to find 
himself in the hospital, but the ocean? This didn’t make any 
sense. When looked behind him, he couldn’t feel or find the 
star. “Maybe my dream was real!!” he said.
 Noah had dreamt of first falling into this really weird portal 
with 5 signs around it. What they were, he had no idea. 
Next, the star in his back had ripped off and fell into a 
different portal. Finally, he reached the end of the portal and 
fell into the ocean. “Now if I can figure out where in the 
world I am.” he mumbled to himself.           

THE STAR AND NOAH (CONTINUED)



It turns out Noah somehow ended up in the BERMUDA   
TRIANGLE!!! He just didn’t know it yet. As Noah swam for 
miles and miles, he started to worry he would never get 
home. All he saw was water, and more water, and even 
MORE WATER. Then a gigantic monster appeared. He had 
recognized it. It was from…! “No. IS THAT THE 
CYCLOPS?!?!” How did he know? Noah liked to watch ‘Zak 
Storm’ back home and a monster in was the dreaded 
cyclops. “Wait a minute… cyclops can only be in-!” He had 
finally known were he was… “AM I IN THE BERMUNDA 
TRIANGLE?!?! HOW?!?! HOW?!?!”  Noah started yelling 
‘HOW?!?!’ over and over. 
Finally, he stopped and calmed down. “Alright. If I’m in the 
B.T., Zak and his friends should be here somewhere in here 
as well. Time to find them! I can’t believe I’m saying this, 
but maybe that star as well.” Then Noah went to find Zak 
Storm and the Intergalactic Star. 

WHERE AM I?



Zak Storm used to be a ordinary kid (Just like Noah!), but 
one day Zak rode these INSANE storms while wearing the 
Water Charm. That charm was the thing that brought him to 
the B.T. in the first place. The two people he first met was 
Clovis (the ghost boy) and Calabrass (the talking sword). As 
he used the ship, the Chaos (yes, it has a name), he makes 
a team called the ‘7C’s’. The teammates are Zak, Clovis, the 
Chaos, Cece (she’s an Atlantic Princess), Crogar (he’s a 
viking), Caramba (he’s an alien super wiz), and the mighty 
(talking) sword: Calabrass! 
Calabrass has 7 elemental powers: Dezer: sand, Aeria: wind,  
Vapir: shadows (Wha?), Blazz: fire, Sino: ice, Zite: spirit 
(WHAT!?), and the one that brought him to the B.T.: Beru: 
water!       

WHO IS ZAK STORM?



As Noah was swimming, he FINALLY made it to were Zak first 
met Cece, Crogar, and Caramba. He decided to rest for a bit 
on the stairs and soon fell asleep. He woke up to the sounds 
of booms and screams. BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! AIEEEE! HELP! 
YAAAAH! “What’s going on?!?!” Noah yelled. Then he saw 
Golden Bones. Next, a blast of fire, and finally: Calabrass and 
Zak Storm! “I’m in the middle of a giant battle! 
After looking around for a bit, he saw a huge glow on Zak’s 
ship. “THE STAR!!” he thought. He ran toward it, and found 
the rest of the team, just looking at the star. “Where did it 
come from?” asked Cece. “Crogar think this star is glowing.” 
said Crogar. “I have never seen anything like it!” said 
Caramba. Then Noah grabbed it and INJECTED IT INTO HIS 
HEAD!! “GAHH!!” yelled everyone (but Noah). 
“YYYAAAAAAAAAhhhh…” PLOOF! Then Noah just fainted…
AGAIN. 

POWER’S AND NOAH’S HERO.



He soon woke up, only to find everyone in the 7C’s staring at HIM 
this time. “You OK kid?” asked Clovis. “Yeah. I guess.” “Have you 
gone INSANE little dude? You gave the rest of us a huge fright!” 
said the one and only ZAK STORM! “ZAK STORM!! Um, I like you 
and your crew’s adventures SO MUCH!!! My name is Noah, sir.” he 
says. “Um… well hello there… Noah. We just have a question: 
WHY DID YOU STICK THAT RADIOACTIVE STAR IN YOUR 
HEAD?!?!” Zak and his crew yell at Noah’s face. “OH. Well it’s 
sort of a long story…” after a lot of explaining… “Unbelievable!! 
This same star in this case brought you to the BERMUDA 
TRIANGLE?!?! No way!” said Caramba. “Just like how the Beru 
pearl brought me here as well.” said Zak. The star had also gave 
Noah powers, but no body knew yet. After lunch, the 7C’s and 
Noah did some target practice, Noah hit all the targets (DIRECTLY) 
with a spear, a blast, and ninja stars, all made from his HAND. 
“Wow!” he said. Then he used a G-Sword (also made from his 
hands) to make sushi for the crew (which was good). Suddenly the 
team heard a BOOM!! “ATTACK!!!!” yelled Golden Bones. Uh-oh.          

POWER’S AND NOAH’S HERO. 
(CONTINUED)



Golden Bones is Zak’s sworn enemy! Ever since Zak fell 
into the B.T., they have been fighting for Calabrass. Bones 
doesn’t fight for himself though, he fights for SKULLIVAR. 
THIS time, they want NOAH! “Bones is back!” Clovis yelled. 
“Two times in one DAY? Something’s up…” said Noah. 
“LET’S GIT ‘EM!” yelled Calabrass. “Yeah!” yelled everyone 
else. A crazy battle started up. Eventually: “Ugh. Why is 
Bones so powerful?” said Cece. “I don’t ‘oof’ know.” said 
Caramaba. “ARRGH!” yelled Zak, “We won’t let you take 
Noah!” Zak was defending Noah with Calabrass at full 
power with all of his OWN might, but it wasn’t enough. 
“Get out of my way BOY!” yelled Bones, knocking Zak away. 
“YAAAH!” he yelled as Calabrass said “YARGH!” and hit the 
ground with a thunk. ”You’re mine NOW kid. 
MUWAHAHAAAA!” “NOAH!!” yelled the crew.      

ARRTACK!!!



“N-nn-nn-n-no! NO! GET AWAY FROM ME!!” yelled Noah, nervously 
backing up. “Heh heh heh. You’ve got nowhere to run kid. Skullivar 
will be VERY pleased.” said Golden Bones. “Noah…” said Zak, 
“You can… do this… remember ‘grunt’.” Then everyone said: “A 

TRUE pirate NEVER BACKS AWAY.” NEVER 
BACKS AWAY. Those words rattled 
around in Noah’s brain, over and over. NEVER BACKS AWAY. 
NEVER BACKS AWAY. “One thing I must remember is-” SHING 
(Noah’s G-Sword) “- to NEVER BACK AWAY!!! Pirate or NOT!! 
AHHHHH!!!” and an INSANE fight begun.   

THE ULTIMATE POWER. 


